RABBIT RENTAL POLICIES, PRICING AND
INFORMATION
During the Spring/Easter and fall seasons, we 'rent' out rabbits to
approved local photographers ONLY. Photographers can inquire
about rabbits that are available for photography at the time of
rental inquiry.
We do not allow use of pregnant or nursing does,
NO exceptions. No babies are allowed for rental.
Please inform us 2-3 weeks in advance of when you will need
your rabbits. You may choose a maximum of two rabbits of the
same gender. Rabbits will be provided in a cage with food, food
bowl & water bottle.
A contract MUST be signed stating that rabbits/supplies will be
returned to us once your rental period commences. (Unless
agreement of longer use.) Base price must be paid when you have
received the rabbits. If you must keep them longer than planned,
the daily fee per extra day needed will be expected upon pickup.
Pickup for Rentals must be local.
**We normally have many babies available for purchase as well.
If you would rather purchase a baby rather than renting an adult,
please contact us for what is available to discuss what best suits
your needs. Please do not purchase a rabbit just for a few days!
That is irresponsible! It is a pet-and can live a happy long life-so
PLAN ACCORDINGLY!
We have the right to refuse rental if we do not feel the
person/persons are not fit for rabbit rentals or if any reason we
feel uncomfortable with the potential person requesting to use our
rabbits for photography.
Renter/photographer is held responsible for any injury sustained
to a rabbit while in their care. The photographer is also
responsible for any injury causes by the rabbit to any
person/persons whom may come in contact with the rabbit.
RABBITS CAN AND DO SCRATCH AND MAY BITE,
when they feel threatened.
If your subjects do not understand this-please do not rent our
rabbits. Use a STUFFED ANIMAL ONE INSEAD!

Prices for Rentals:

1 rabbit:
$25 a day
2 rabbits:
$40.00 a day
Please understand Rabbits stress easily. No rabbits can
be photographed two consecutive days in a row.
No other animals may be present at the studio/while
taking pictures!
Rabbits must be returned the same day unless otherwise
agreed upon PRIOR to pick up/drop off.

